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Buisness by the book

Located in the foothills of the Mountains of Northern Georgia, the business by the book works with customers throughout the United States. We specialize in bookkeeping for creative entrepreneurs, including interior designers and artists. We also work with a variety of clients, including salons and spas,
medical service providers, homeowners' associations, and even families. We bring extensive and professional experience to all our customers and dedicate our support to your individual needs and concerns. Are you struggling with managing your bookkeeping? Do you feel better if you know that a
professional was dealing with your business money and handling small details? In the business by the book, we guarantee that all legal requirements are met and that you are in full control of your money and your success. Contact us to prepare a consultation, or use the contact form at the bottom of this
page to ask if our services are right for you. Take out your eukukulka/Shutterstock reading glasses if it's new year's resolution to read more, we're here to help you. The first few months of 2019 have in store some wonderful business books, including an investigation into how incompetent men become
leaders, a guide to making your career dreams a reality, and the biography of Apple CEO Tim Cook. Each one will make you think differently about work, leadership and success. Get out of your glasses to read — and get excited. Oxford University Press you know what might be more useful than sitting
through an hour-long meeting? Take that hour to read a book about why most workplaces do meetings are all wrong. Rogelberg is a professor of management at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, as well as a consultant to organizations including IBM, Procter and Gamble. Its guide is based on
more effective meetings on extensive research and reporting. This does not mean that meetings will be cancelled altogether, as some disgruntled staff will get. Alternatively, this could mean walking meetings, 48-minute meeting times, or silent reading periods. The book even features an assessment to
diagnose the quality of your meeting - that is, how many days you waste in conference rooms with your co-workers. Find here » Homogenous PublicAffairs of today's business world are big tech companies, and unlike giants in the past, they know the frightening amount about all of us, holding tremendous
influence on our lives. Much of the power they hold is in areas unregulated by the government. In an age of surveillance capitalism, Zubov, a professor at Harvard Business School, explores the deal that makes everything possible: agreeing to sacrifice privacy for benefits such as interacting with friends
and shopping online. Zubov takes in depth at how this system has transformed the economy, politics and society in And where to go from here find it here » Harper Business of one of the world's foremost thinkers management comes a very thought-provoking book and searched heavily for the keys to
successful economic development. Christensen, a professor at Harvard Business School and author of The Innovator's Dilemma, explores how innovation can lead to social and economic change. Decades ago, Christensen was a missionary in South Korea, a country he says is a prime example of
economic transformation. In the book, he explains how other countries can see the same kind of progress. It begins with the need for three types of innovation: efficiency, sustainability and market creation. It's also important to target the economy of intolerance, which Toyota did, for example, when it
produced cars for people who couldn't afford cars made by Ford or Chrysler.Year, the book is an impressive and inspiring reading that will shape economic development practices around the world. Find here » St. Martin's Moonshot Press is a popular word by Silicon Valley to express the kind of goal the
company is strongly seeking, even if it has a precise opportunity to work, at the expense of even a partially successful payoff. At Loonshots, Bacall, a biotech physicist and entrepreneur, analyzes the ways in which groups will suddenly shift from adopting radical change to resistance, whether it's in a
corporate project, in politics, or even in traffic jams. The book has already been highly acclaimed, including from economist and Nobel Laureate Daniel Kanman, who said that his convincing analysis makes him not to be missed. Find it here » Facebook's vice president of product design wrote this book
based on her experience of becoming a first-time manager (and panic) at the age of 25. According to Eve Williams, CEO of Twitter's medium-sized company, the book's practical wisdom is as useful to brand new managers as it is for old hands. Zhu often shares management tips on the medium, like
sometimes, a great person does not work out on a great team, that's fine, and having all the answers is not the goal. Motivating the team to find the answers is the goal. In the book, she deals with topics from job interviews gone obliquely about the difference between a humble manager and a big one. In
an intermediate publication, Cho said part of her motivation for writing the book is to add her perspective as a non-white woman to existing management evidence, especially since the majority of new directors in the United States since the 1980s have been women. Find it here » Harvard Business Review
Press Buckingham, author of The First Book, Breaking All The Rules and The Only Thing You Need to Know, has become something of a teacher when it comes to management and professional development. Perhaps he is best known for his writings on strength-based training, or allowing staff Most of
their time do what they love, and the best. In this new book, Buckingham and Ashley Goodall, senior vice president of team leadership and development at Cisco, expose the most dangerous myths about the workplace, such as the idea that the company's culture trumps everything else. The authors also
write about the leader of free thought, who is able to overcome these misconceptions and adopt what makes everyone different. Find here » More: Business books features reading books it refers to an expandable section or menu, or sometimes previous/future navigation options. Reading is an important
common denominator among many of the biggest names in the business. It's a quick way to get new information, think creatively, and diversify your perspective. Below, we have selected and compiled 31 of the most influential business books of all time, from lean startup by Eric Reese to The Wealth of
Nations by Adam Smith. Warren Buffett— arguably the most skilled investor of our time — said reading 500 pages a day is the key to success. That's how knowledge works. It's piling up, like compound interest. Maybe that's why many important businesspeople make reading a daily ritual. That's why Bill
Gates reads 50 books a year (almost one book a week) and probably why Mark Zuckerberg started 2015 with the goal of reading a book every two weeks. If you want to be exposed to new ideas, ways of thinking, and assembling a complex of diverse knowledge, then reading is important. It will help you
in business, if it's through a combination of calculations about other corporate successes or failures and lessons about meager startups, or a 2,500-year-old military tommy who was known for his influence on board tactics as much as he did in the war. We have searched and referred to the lists of the best
business books according to influential business and mainstream media to present this list. Descriptions provided by Amazon and edited for length. Business adventures by John Brooks buy it here &gt&gt;What is the disaster for Ford Motor Company worth $350 million known as Edsel, the rapid and
spectacular rise of Zyroxy, and the incredible scandals at GE and Texas Gulf Sulfur have in common? Each is an example of how a creative company can define a particular moment of fame or fame. These outstanding and brilliant accounts are relevant today to understand the complexities of corporate
life as they were when the events occurred. Note: Bill Gates wrote in his blog, Gatesnotes, that Warren Buffett not only recommended this and his favorite book about business, but actually sent Gates his personal copy to read. Gates wrote that more than four decades after it was first published, business
adventures are still the best work book he has ever read. Smart Investor by Benjamin Graham Buy It Benjamin Graham, the 20th century's senior investment advisor, educated and inspired people around the world. Graham's philosophy of investing value that protects investors from serious mistakes and
teaching them long-term strategies has made the smart investor the bible of the stock market since its original publication in 1949. Note: Warren Buffett refers to the smart investor as the best book on written investment ever. Innovator Dilemma: A revolutionary book that will change the way things do
business by Clayton M. Christensen buy it here &gt; present both the successes and failures of leading companies as a guide, The Innovator Dilemma gives you a set of rules to take advantage of the disruptive innovation phenomenon. Note: Steve Jobs used this book as an explanation for the one
reason Apple needs to embrace cloud computing and is often associated with both Jobs and Jeff Bezos. Strangers: Eight unconventional executives and their radically rational blueprint for success by William N. Thorndike buy it here &gt;What makes a successful CEO? Most people call to mind a familiar
definition: a seasoned manager with deep experience in the industry. Others may refer to the qualities of today's charismatic celebrity executive sorority, talented communication skills, and confident management style. But what really matters when you run an organization? What is the hallmark of an
exceptional CEO's performance? Quite simply, it is a long-term return to the shareholders of that company. Note: Strangers were #1 to Warren Buffett's recommended reading list in berkshire Hathaway's annual shareholder slate (2012). Fact: Ten reasons we're wrong around the world - and why things
are better than you think by Hans Rosling, Anna Rosling Runlund, and Ola Rosling here when asked simple questions about global trends - what percentage of the world's population is living in poverty; why the world's population is growing; how many girls are finishing their studies - we systematically
miss the answers. It is a mistake that chimpanzees who randomly choose answers will constantly be inthe target of teachers, journalists, Nobel laureates and investment bankers. Factfulness offers a radically new explanation of why this is happening, identifying the ten instincts that distort our perspective
- from our tendency to divide the world into two camps (usually some version of us and them) to the way we consume the media (where the rules of fear) are concerned to how we perceive progress (the belief that most things get worse). Note: Bill Gates gave free copies of this book to college graduates.
Gates praised Factfulness as one of the most important books I've ever read -- an indispensable guide to thinking clearly about the world. Blue Ocean Strategy, Extended How to create an uncontested market space and make unrelated competition by Kim W. Chan and René Mauburgen buy it here
&gt&gt;Blue Ocean Strategy says that ripper competition leads to nothing but a bloody red ocean of competitors who are fighting to collect shrinking profits. Based on a study of 150 strategic moves (spanning more than 100 years across 30 industries), the authors argue that lasting success comes not
from fighting competitors but from the creation of blue oceans - new untapped market spaces ripe for growth. How to make friends and influence people by Dale Carnegie buy it here &gt;&gt;&gt;Dale Carnegie Rock Hard, time test advice has carried countless people on the ladder of success in their
business and personal lives. One of the leading bestsellers and age, how to win friends and influence people will teach you: six ways to make people like you, twelve ways to win people on your way of thinking, nine ways to change people without provoking resentment, and more. Bad Blood: Secrets and
Lies at a Silicon Valley startup by John Carrero bought here &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;In 2014, Theranos founder and CEO Elizabeth Holmes was widely seen as the female Steve Jobs: a remarkable leak from Stanford University that promised the startup Unicorn to revolutionize the medical industry with a
machine that would make blood testing much faster and easier. With the support of investors such as Larry Ellison and Tim Draper, Theranos sold shares in a fundraising tour valued at more than $9 billion, putting Holmes' value at an estimated $4.7 billion. There was only one problem: technology didn't
work. The art of war by Sun Tzu buy here &gt;&gt;written in the 6th century BC, the Tzu Sun Art of War is still used as a book of military strategy today. Napoleon, Mai Tse Tong, General Phu Nguyen Giap and General Douglas MacArthur claimed to have been inspired by him. Apart from the world of war,
business and management gurus have applied Sun Tzu's ideas to office policy and corporate strategy. Start with why: How great leaders inspire everyone to take action by Simon Cink buy it here &gt; Cenk begins with a fundamental question: Why are some people and organizations more innovative,
more influential and more profitable than others? Why some more loyal command than customers and employees alike? Even among successful people, why is few able to repeat their success over and over again? Emotional Intelligence: Why It Can Matter More Than Intelligence by Daniel Goleman
Buying It Here &gt; Through Live Examples, Golman identifies the five critical skills of emotional intelligence, and shows how they determine our success in relationships, work and even our physical well-being. What appears is a whole new way to talk about being smart. Think and grow rich! By Napoleon
Hill Buy It Here &gt;&gt;Through Billionaires, Napoleon Hill has developed philosophy and lifestyle behind those who are experienced in financial success. Although Hill's goal was to train others to become like the aforementioned billionaires, Rich's thought and growth is more about encouraging people to
achieve their own perspective goals. Lean in: Women, Work, and The Will of Leadership by Sheryl Sandberg Buy It Here &gt; Lean Continues [Conversation About Women in the Workplace], Combining Personal Anecdotes, Hard Data, and Compelling Research to Change the Conversation From What
Women Can't Do to What They Can Do. The 7 habits of people are highly effective by Stephen R. Coffey buying it here &gt;&gt;one of the most inspiring and influential books ever written, the habits of 7 highly effective people have captivated readers for 25 years. It has changed the lives of presidents,
CEOs, teachers and parents -- in short, millions of people of all ages and professions. Largely bold: How brave it is to be vulnerable to transforming the way we live, love, parents, and bullets by Bernie Brown buy it here &gt;gt&gt;every day we experience the uncertainty, risk and emotional exposure that
determines what it means to be at risk or to dare so much. Based on twelve years of pioneering research, Bernie Brown Ph.D., LMSW, dispels the cultural myth that vulnerability is weakness and argues that, in fact, our most accurate measure of courage. Largely bold offers a transformative new vision of
the way we perform, love, work, parents, and education that teaches us the power of vulnerability. Note: Melinda Gates is named largely bold, as well as Dr. Brown's inferior gifts and two of her favorite books of all time. Lean Startup by Eric Reese buy it here &gt&gt;most startups fail. But many of these
failures are preventable. Lean Startup is a new approach being adopted around the world, changing the way companies are built and new products are launched. Good to Great: Why some companies make a leap and others don't Jim Collins buy it here &gt;g good study results to great will surprise many
readers and highlight almost every area of management strategy and practice. Some of the key concepts that were highlighted in the study, commented By Jim Collins, fly in the face of our modern business culture, and will, quite frankly, annoy some people. Thrive: Metric III to redefine success and
create a life of well-being, wisdom and wonder by Arianna Huffington buy it here &gt;&gt;in this deeply personal book, Arianna Huffington speaks candidly about her own challenges with time management and prioritizing the demands of a career and raising two daughters - from juggling deadlines to
business and family crises, and hared dancing that led to her collapse and to a moment. Based on the latest pioneering and scientific research In the fields of psychology, sports, sleep and physiology that show the profound and transformative effects of meditation, mindfulness, unconnecting, giving,
Ariana shows us the way to a revolution in our culture, our thinking, our workplace, and our lives. Black Swan: The highly unlikely effect by the breeze of Nicholas demanded his purchase here &gt;gt&gt;Black Swan is an event, positive or negative, which is considered so far unlikely to cause serious



consequences. In this pioneering and prophetic book, a student cheerfully shows that the events of the Black Swan explain almost everything about our world, yet we -- especially the experts -- overlook them. Bigger than to fail by Andrew Ross Sorkin buying it here &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;in one of the most
gripping financial novels in decades, Andrew Ross Sorkin of The New York Times and one of the country's most respected financial reporters delivers the first final blow-by-blow account of the economic crisis that has brought the world to the brink. Note: Winner of the Gerald Loeb Award for Best Business
Book. Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations buys it here and describes what builds the wealth of nations and is today a key business in the classical economy and deals with broad themes such as labor division, productivity and free markets. The Barbarians at the Gate by Brian Burrow and John Helyar buy it
here &gt;&gt;#1 the New York Times bestseller and arguably the best commercial narrative ever written, the barbarians at the gate is the classic account of the fall of RJR Nabisco. A enduring masterpiece of investigative journalism by Brian Burrow and John Helyar, includes a new word followed by
authors that brings this fascinating story of greed and double dealing yet twenty years after the famous deal. The Smartest Men in the Room: The Spectacular Rise and Fall of Enron by Bethany McLean and Peter Elkind Buy It Here &gt;The Enron Scandal Brought down one of the most impressive
companies of the 1990s. When Genius Failed: The Rise and Fall of Long-Term Capital Management by Roger Lowenstein Buy It Here &gt; Roger Lowenstein Captures A Griping Roller Coaster Ride Of Long-Term Capital Management. Drawing on secret internal memos and interviews with dozens of
key players, Luenstein explains not only how the fund was made and lost money but also how long-term partner figures, the arrogance of their sporting certainty, and wall street culture itself contributed to their rise and fall. Guerrilla Marketing by Jay Conrad Levinson Bought It Here &gt;&gt;When Guerrilla
Marketing First Published in 1983, Jay Levinson revolutionized marketing For a small business owner with his approach take no prisoners to find customers. Based on hundreds of solid ideas that really work, Levinson's philosophy was born for a new way of learning about market share and how to get it.
In Search of Excellence: Lessons from the Best Companies in America by Thomas H. Peters and Robert H. Waterman Buy It Here &gt;&gt;Based on a study of forty-three of America's best companies from a variety of business sectors, the search for excellence describes eight basic principles of
management - motivated work, people-oriented, and practices for maximum profit - that have made these organizations successful. Built into the past: Successful corporate insight habits by Jim Collins and Jerry I Boras buy it here &gt;&gt;&gt;based on a six-year research project at Stanford University's
Graduate School of Business, James Collins and Jerry I. 18 truly exceptional and long-term companies took and studied each in direct comparison with one of their top competitors. The Den of Thieves by James B. Stewart Buy It Here &gt;D of Thieves tells the full story of an insider trading scandal that
nearly destroyed Wall Street, and the men who pulled it off, a chase that finally brought them to justice. Reengineering Company: A Statement of the Business Revolution by Michael Hammer and James A. Champi Purchased here &gt;&gt;& Based on their first-hand experiences, Hammer &amp;
Chambee shows how some of the world's leading companies use the principles of reengineering to save hundreds of millions of dollars a year, to achieve unprecedented levels of customer satisfaction, accelerate and make all aspects of their operations more flexible. The key to re-engineering is to
abandon the basic concepts underlying the modern Organization. Warren Buffett's Articles: Lessons for American Companies, Fourth Edition edited by Lawrence A. Cunningham buy it here &gt;&gt;[this book] popular and longevity attests to the widespread appetite for this unique compilation of Buffett's
ideas that are at once comprehensive, non-repetitive, and digestible. Note: Warren Buffett says this is the book he signs over. First, break all the rules: what the greatest managers in the world do differently Jim Harter buy here &gt;&gt;Gallup presents the brilliant results of its revolutionary study of over
80,000 managers in first, breaking all the rules, and revealing what the greatest managers in the world do differently. With dynamic performance, professional lessons and ideas for how to apply them, it is a must read for managers at all levels. Level.
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